The Computational Geometry Algorithms Library Cgal currently provides packages to compute triangulations in R 2 and R 3 . In this paper we describe a new design for the 3D triangulation package that permits to easily add functionality to compute triangulations in other spaces. These design changes have been implemented, and validated on the case of the periodic space T 3 . We give a detailed description of the realized changes together with their motivation. Finally, we show benchmarks to prove that the new design does not affect the efficiency.
Introduction
Computing Delaunay triangulations and the more general regular triangulations is a well-studied subject in Computational Geometry. There are many algorithms available [dBvKOS00, ES96] as well as several implementations [cga, She96, Hel01, qhu] . The algorithms work in general for the d-dimensional Euclidean space R d , and the implementations are usually restricted to R 2 or R 3 . However, there are also applications for triangulations in spaces other than R d . For instance, in simulation, one is typically interested in having no boundary conditions. This can be achieved by computing a triangulation in the periodic space denoted by T d . Currently, the Cgal triangulation package is generic with respect to the implementation of the basic arithmetic operations and geometric tests and the triangulation data structure (Section 3) but the embedding space is bound to be R 3 . The goal of this work is to extend the triangulation package such that it is possible to easily add functionality to compute in other spaces. For the implementation, we will restrict ourselves to the case of three-dimensional triangulations, also referred to as tetrahedrizations.
The Cgal 3D triangulation package implements two types of triangulations: Delaunay triangulations and regular triangulations [PT07b] . We shortly introduce both triangulations in the following section. The original triangulation package has been designed for computing in R 3 only; we show how to add one more layer of genericity, which implies considerable modifications in the package design. However, we require the package to remain backward compatible and not to lose performance. The package modifications will be discussed in detail in the third section. The described changes enable us to add functionality for computing triangulations in the periodic space T 3 . In Section 4, we give more details about the properties of T 3 and the implementation. Finally, we present some benchmarking results of the current design and the new design 1 and for different spaces in Section 5.
Delaunay
Triangulation and Regular Triangulation Given a set S of points, a triangulation partitions the space into cells (tetrahedra in 3D) whose vertices are the given points. The Delaunay triangulation has the property that the circumsphere of each cell does not contain any other point of S [BY98, dBvKOS00] .
The regular triangulation generalizes the Delaunay triangulation by associating a weight with every point. Let S (w) be a set of weighted points
The weighted point p (w) can also be seen as a sphere of center p and radius √ w p . To define the regular triangulation of S (w) , we first need to introduce the notion of power product and power sphere.
Definition 2.1.
• The power product of two weighted points p (w) = (p, w p ) and q
• The power test checks the sign of the power product of two weighted points. The power product is zero if the two spheres corresponding to p (w) and q (w) intersect orthogonally; in this case, the two weighted points are said to be orthogonal.
• Four weighted points have a unique common orthogonal weighted point called the power sphere.
A sphere s (w) is said to be regular if the inequality Π(p (w) , s (w) ) ≥ 0 holds for all p (w) ∈ S (w) . A triangulation of S (w) is regular if the power sphere of each cell of the triangulation is regular.
A cell and a point p (w) are said to be in conflict if Π(p (w) , s) < 0, where s is the power sphere of the tetrahedron. See Figure 1 for an illustration in 2D. It is easy to see that if all points have equal weights, a sphere is regular if it does not contain any other point, and a sphere is in conflict with a point if it contains it; in this case, the regular triangulation is the Delaunay triangulation of the set of non weighted points. The regular triangulation is also referred to as weighted Delaunay triangulation or power triangulation.
To know more about regular triangulations, see for example [ES96, Aur87] .
2.1 Algorithm. The current implementation of the Cgal triangulation package uses an incremental approach to compute the triangulation. This means the points are added one by one. The algorithm for inserting a single point works as follows:
• locate: Locate the cell containing the point. Also report degeneracies, e.g. point on a facet or edge.
• find conflicts: Mark all the cells that are in conflict with the newly added point.
• insert: Call find conflicts, delete all cells in conflict, which creates a "hole" in the triangulation, then create new cells to fill the hole.
Additionally, there are many auxiliary functions providing access to the triangulation. Most of these functions slightly modify already computed and internally stored properties [PT07b] . Therefore, they are not considered in the further discussion.
Particularities of R
3 . In the current Cgal triangulation package, several aspects are specialized to R 3 : A triangulation in R 3 partitions the convex hull 2 of the point set. To handle the unbounded cell outside the convex hull, an infinite vertex is added to the triangulation, and all the facets of the convex hull are connected with this infinite vertex. In this way, all cells have four vertices and four adjacent cells. The underlying combinatorial graph of the triangulation of R 3 can be seen as a triangulation of the topological sphere S 3 in R 4 . Furthermore, we have to deal with degenerate dimensions when computing triangulations in R 3 . For instance, if all the points lie in a plane, a two-dimensional triangulation must be computed and stored. This requires additional implementation effort for some functions.
We want to allow implementations of triangulations in different spaces in the new triangulation package. One of them is homeomorphic to the hypersurface T 3 of a torus in 4D (see Section 4 for more details). The previously mentioned properties of R 3 , currently hardcoded, do not hold in T 3 .
Design
In this section, we first describe the design of the current triangulation package. Then we introduce the changes that have to be done in order to enable triangulations in different spaces.
Like the overall Cgal library, the triangulation package follows the Generic Programming paradigm [BKSV00, FT06] . The policy of Cgal is to provide code that is generic, flexible, and easily adaptable to specific needs of the user. The main class Triangulation 3 is built as a layer on top of the triangulation data structure that stores the combinatorial structure of the computed triangulation. This allows a separation between the geometry and the combinatorics, which is reflected by the fact that the triangulation class takes two template parameters:
• the geometric traits class, which defines basic geometric objects (e.g. points, segments, triangles, tetrahedra) and predicates (e.g. orientation test, in sphere test for Delaunay triangulation and power test for regular triangulation). A default traits class is provided in the package, but it can also be substituted by user provided traits.
• the triangulation data structure class, which stores the combinatorial structure and takes care of its validity [PT07a] . It is described in more detail in the following section.
The Triangulation Data Structure.
To explain a data structure for storing triangulations, we need a more precise definition of a triangulation. The notion of simplicial complex must be recalled first. More details can be found in [Zom05, RV06] .
Definition 3.1.
• A k-simplex is the convex hull of a set of k + 1 affinely independent points. A 0-simplex is called a vertex.
• If σ is a simplex defined by a finite point set S, then any simplex τ defined by T ⊂ S is called a face of σ.
• A simplicial complex K is a finite collection of non-empty simplices such that the following two conditions hold:
is either empty or a face of both σ 1 and σ 2 .
Now we can define a triangulation as follows:
The triangulation data structure stores a purely combinatoric graph without any geometric information. It consists of a container of cells (3-faces) and a container of vertices (0-faces). Each cell stores pointers to its four vertices and its four adjacent cells. Each vertex stores one of its incident cells (Figure 2) .
In order to achieve a high flexibility of design, the classes that store the cells and vertices can be specialized or even completely replaced by the user. These three classes provide high-level geometric functionality as member functions, such as location of a point in the triangulation [DPT02] , point insertion, and vertex removal [DT03, DT06] , and are responsible for the geometric validity. As mentioned before, they are parameterized by the geometric traits and by the triangulation data structure. This diagram shows two other classes: -Triangulation utils 3 provides a set of tools operating on the indices of vertices in cells, -Triangulation hierarchy 3 implements a hierarchy of triangulations suitable for speeding up point location [Dev02] .
The geometric functions in the triangulation class then trigger the combinatorial functions in Triangulation data structure 3.
For instance, insert first performs the point location and then computes the conflict region (Section 2.1). These tasks involve only geometric predicates and do not change the combinatorial triangulation. Once the conflict region is known, its cells are deleted and replaced by new cells, which is a purely combinatorial operation performed by Triangulation data structure 3.
3.3 The New Design. The goal of the new design is to make it possible to easily extend the current implementation by several different spaces with the least possible redundancy in code. The basic idea of the new design is to split the current class Triangulation 3 into three classes related by inheritance (cf. Figure 4) . The embedding space class provides all functionality that depends on the space. It is now a template parameter of the triangulation, together with the triangulation data structure and the geometric traits.
More details are given in Section 3.4. Let us now list the affected classes in more detail and emphasize on the changes to the current design: Triangulation data structure: The triangulation data structure does not change in the new design, since the invariant of storing a simplicial complex does not depend on the space. Geometric traits: The geometric traits class can be substituted by an appropriate traits class if needed by the embedding space, in the same way as it can be modified by the user in the current design. Triangulation embedding space: This class is new in the design and is used to handle everything that depends on the embedding space of the triangulation.
There is functionality that depends on both space and triangulation type. In these cases we use visitors that modify the functionality relevant to the triangulation type in the space class. This design pattern is described in more detail in Section 3.5. Triangulation: The Triangulation class provides the same interface as in the current design, independent of the embedding space. It provides generic algorithms for point location, point insertions and flips. This class is finally specialized to Delaunay triangulation and regular triangulation.
Introducing new spaces becomes easy with this design: only the space class (and possibly the geometric traits) is needed, since the algorithms provided by the triangulation classes are fully generic.
Redistributing
the Functionality of Triangulation 3. In the current triangulation package, the functionality is distributed as shown in Figure 5 .
In the Delaunay triangulation as well as in the regular triangulation, the find conflicts function and the insert function overload the corresponding functions of Triangulation 3. Additionally, both specialized triangulation classes implement their own remove method: it removes the given vertex from the data structure and uses insert to retriangulate the hole. In the new design, the functionality is redistributed as shown in Figure 6 . All of the four functions mentioned in the figures depend on the space used. That means that we must provide a different implementation for each space. Therefore, the class Triangulation base 3 provides only basic functionality that is independent of space and triangulation type used. The space classes contain the actual geometric functionality: point location, conflict search, point insertion, and point removal. Out of these four functions, only the point location does not depend on the triangulation type. This means that we need to implement each of the remaining three functions twice for each space (once for Delaunay and once for regular triangulation). To minimize code redundancy, we use the design pattern of visitors as explained in the next section.
3.5 Visitors. In a class hierarchy, it is usually hard to extend subclasses with new functions, because the new functions must be added to each subclass. The idea of the visitor design pattern [GHJV95] is to move functions operating on objects from the class hierarchy into their own classes, called visitors. In this way, functions can be reused for several types of objects, and adding a new function corresponds to only adding a new visitor.
In our implementation we modify the presented ideas of the visitor pattern to meet the generic programming paradigm. Visitors have been used in Cgal before, e.g. to permit the user to provide his own functions that must be applied during the algorithm run [WFZH07] . In our approach, we use visitors to exchange triangulation type dependent functionality in the functions from the space class. The naive solution to our problem would be to implement four different classes for
3 . This solution would require another pair of triangulation classes for each further space. Instead, we implement two space classes providing functionality for both triangulation types. The space classes correspond to the object in the above description of the visitor pattern. Now, we factor out the parts of the code that have to be implemented differently depending on the triangula- tion type. This functionality is coded in separate visitor classes. An example for a visitor class is the conflict tester (Figure 7) .
The find conflicts function needs to be able to decide whether or not a cell and a point are in conflict. In the Delaunay triangulation, this corresponds to an in sphere test whereas in the regular triangulation, it corresponds to a power test (cf. Section 2).
Therefore, the find conflicts function in the space class is templatized by a class of the model Conflict tester and receives an object of this class. We only need to implement a class Delaunay conflict tester and a class Regular conflict tester instead of implementing the whole find conflicts function twice.
Further visitors are needed:
In a regular triangulation it may happen that the insertion of a heavy-weighted point hides lighter-weighted points nearby. The hidden points disappear from the triangulation. But we need to store them in some data structure to reinsert them again in the case that the heavy-weight point that caused their disappearance is removed. The task of the point hider is to manage this data structure. The Delaunay point hider exists only for consistency reasons and does nothing.
• [Delaunay|Regular] point remover: The point remover extracts the hidden points from removed cells. Those vertices can be read by the remove function to be reinserted to the triangulation. This visitor is also empty for the Delaunay case.
The Periodic Space
In this section, we show how the design presented previously can be used for computing triangulations in the periodic space T 3 . We only sketch the basic ideas here. More details about this specific space will be developed in a forthcoming paper.
The periodic space T 3 is represented here as [0, 1] 3 . It can be embedded in R 3 using a rectangular tiling. We denote points in R 3 and their coordinates by p = (x, y, z) and points in T 3 by q = (u, v, w). Any point q = (u, v, w) ∈ T 3 is mapped onto a regular point lattice in R 3 given by:
In this definition, we map the periodic space into R 3 by repeating it infinitely in all three directions of space. As mentioned above, a triangulation is defined as a simplicial complex (cf. Section 3.1). As long as the subdivision we compute is not a simplicial complex, it is not a valid triangulation. As an example, let us subdivide T 2 using one vertex such that the subdivision meets the Delaunay property when we embed it into R 2 . It consists of 3 edges and 2 facets (see Figure 8 ). This subdivision is not a simplicial complex because the vertices of all simplices are equal. The corresponding subdivision of T 3 with one vertex has 7 edges, 12 facets and 6 cells. This subdivision cannot be used as a starting point for an incremental construction of a Delaunay triangulation. Coverings. We propose to construct the triangulation of the torus in two stages. First, we construct a Delaunay triangulation of a 3-sheeted covering of the underlying space [Zom05] . In other words, the domain is explicitly copied 3 times in each direction of space (see Figure 8 for T 2 ). It can be shown that the subdivision computed as described in Sections 2.1 and 3.4 is always a valid triangulation in such a covering. However, for the three-dimensional space we now have to cope with 27 times as many points as the triangulation contains. It is clear that this becomes very inefficient when computing triangulations of large point sets. Once the triangulation contains enough points, it is likely that it is a simplicial complex in the 1-sheeted covering as well. We could prove that after checking some precise criteria, we can fall back to the 1-sheeted covering.
Offsets. As mentioned above, the triangulation is stored as a set of vertices and a set of cells, where a cell contains pointers to its four neighboring cells and to its four incident vertices. In a periodic space, we also need to store whether or not a cell is wrapped around the domain. To do so, we introduce offsets: Each vertex of a cell is endowed with an offset, which is a threedimensional vector of non-negative 3 integer entries. To get the vertex coordinates of a cell, we take the point coordinates attached to the respective vertex and add the offset multiplied by the domain size (cf. Figure 9) . To use the offsets in the implementation we specialize the cell class in the triangulation data structure. Additionally, the space class and the respective visitors need to be modified to handle offsets. 
Benchmarks
The main constraint on our work is that the implementation should not lose efficiency after the redesign of the triangulation package. To ensure this, we tested the performance of both current and new implementations for Delaunay triangulations as well as regular triangulations in R 3 . All benchmarks have been run with the Cgal internal release CGAL-3.4-I-85 on an Intel Pentium 4 CPU clocked at 3.6 GHz. The used operating system is Linux Fedora Core 5 and gcc version 4.1.1 with the optimization option -O2. The given results are obtained by using CGAL::Timer and computing the average of the run time of three runs rounded to three significant digits. All computations have been performed on a random point set, uniformly distributed in a half-open unit cube. The results are given in seconds. Table 1 allows us to compare the two designs. As we see, no significant loss in efficiency is identifiable. The point insertion uses spatial sorting 4 [Del07] , which
